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DIRECTOR’S
MESSAGE
BY LAND TAWNEY

Our Public
Lands: As
American as
Apple Pie

T

here are just some things that
automatically make Americans
proud: lemonade stands, burgers and fries, root beer, 4X4 trucks, the
Wright Brothers, the internet, putting a
man on the moon, and the list goes on.
We are a relatively young nation
and these things make us unique. However, I would argue that there is something much more serious that makes us
stand out among nations the world over:
our vast array of public lands. Thankfully, over 100 years ago Theodore Roosevelt set into law the public estate we
so cherish today. In his own words, “The
conservation of wildlife, and all our natural resources are essentially democratic
in spirit, purpose and method.” Later he
said we must, “Preserve large tracts of
wilderness and game for all lovers of nature, and for the exercise of the skill of
the hunter, whether he is or is not a man
of means.” He did just that. While in office, TR added 150 million acres of forest
preserves (National Forests), 51 bird preserves (National Wildlife Refuges) and
18 National Monuments. Every president
since has recognized the importance of
setting land aside for all to enjoy and has
added to or reinforced our public estate.
That public land belongs to all of us.
Most of us will never be wealthy

Most of us will never be wealthy enough to own our own private hunting or fishing ranch, but with
public lands, we can all literally live like kings.
enough to own our own private hunting
or fishing ranch, but with public lands,
we can all literally live like kings.
That is why the radical cry to wrest
our national forests and prairies away
from public ownership is so troubling.
Land is wealth, so it’s no surprise that
some special interests have their eyes on
ours. The cattle and mining barons who
so vigorously attacked TR used much of
the same rhetoric the opponents of public
land are using a century later.
Today, politicians who want to grab
our public land repeat a predictable talking point. They argue that the federal
government is mismanaging the land so
it should be handed over to the states.
It’s easy to find fault in federal land
management. We share many of those
frustrations and are working to improve
responsive management. BHA has a
strong record of working across party
lines to make sure that local, boots-onthe-ground wisdom helps improve conservation and active management on our
public lands. But there is no reason to
throw the public lands baby out with the
bathwater. The alternative is worse.
People should see the ‘state control’
mantra for what it is: a smokescreen.
Budgets are already stretched to the
breaking point and states are not able to
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pick up the costs that are part-and-parcel
of managing these lands. As Idaho Gov.
Butch Otter recently pointed out, wildland fire fighting costs alone would crush
his state’s budget.
If states were saddled with those
management costs, they would face only
one resolution: sell the land.
Public land liquidation would be
a wholesale disaster for the American
outdoor family. For all its warts, federal
land management guarantees that every
American has a voice in how that land
is managed and has an equal right to set
foot on it.
Not so if public land suddenly becomes a tree farm for a timber company
or a private hunt club for the privileged.
BHA is actively opposed to this latest land grab and together we can and will
beat back this brushfire. We are also dedicated to making sure federal land management agencies are listening to local
experts, including sportsmen, in making
sound decisions on how those lands are
managed. As go our public lands, so goes
America. Our children deserve nothing
less than apple pie after a day recreating
in our great outdoors.
BHA is proud to protect that heritage! If you would like to help, email
tawney@backcountryhunters.org.
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CO-CHAIRMAN’S
MESSAGE
BY Ben Long

The Many
Facets of BHA

L

and Tawney and I were talking
recently and he said: “You know,
BHA has the best membership of
any conservation group in the country. I
mean it. The best.”
The statement got me thinking. What
kinds of people are drawn to Backcountry
Hunters & Anglers? Unlike other groups,
we are not focused on a particular species
like elk, trout, turkeys or ducks. Nor are
we focused on particular method of take,
like the fly rod or bow-and-arrow. Our
bond is something else: the backcountry.
All generalizations are dangerous, but
I’ll risk it. Here are some of the kinds of
outdoors enthusiasts I have been honored
to meet as co-chairman of BHA.
• Adventurers: For these folks, the lure
of the backcountry echoes from big wild
country. Their years revolve around epic
treks into true wilderness, the Brooks
Range for Dall sheep, the Bob Marshall
Wilderness for elk, the Boundary Waters
for pike from a canoe. These folks are
driven by the love of the lonely lands and
the satisfaction of physical challenge.
A chance for a wall-hanger trophy adds
spice to the adventure.
• Nature Lovers: These folks are perhaps the most cerebral of our members.
They understand that human beings are
part of a rich, exciting ecosystem and
that hunting and fishing are perhaps the
most pure ways to engage in that web
of life. These folks don’t just know a lot
about the game and fish they pursue, they
know the wildflowers and recognize the
bird songs and quote poetry by heart.
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For these folks, a “trophy day” may be
more about an experience had, catching
a glimpse of some rare, shy creature in a
beautiful setting.
• Local-vores: When you think about
it, obtaining nourishment has always
been the primary motivator for hunting
and fishing. Many BHA members are
motivated by putting clean meat in freezers and on tables and the satisfaction of
procuring that sustenance with their own
hands. These folks may be delighted with
a fat doe whitetail from a neighboring
farm or city park and may consider a trophy a full bucket of morel mushrooms or
huckleberries. Many of this category are
“adult onset” hunters and anglers, many
of them living in urban areas.
• Traditionalists: Our base has always
included folks who are just a bit old-fashioned. These folks forge the barrels and
hammers on their homemade flintlock rifles, folks who carve their own longbows
from staves of yew, tie their own dry flies
or maybe just use grandpa’s rifle. They
obtain great satisfaction knowing they
can do things on their own. They also understand the value of passing on wisdom
that cannot be duplicated with computer
software.
• Dreamers: These folks spend most
of the time hunting and fishing in the
same county where they live, but they
are squirreling away money and vacation time for that trip out West or to the
Far North. They know their home range
by heart, but have itchy feet. Maybe they
make an annual road trip or maybe it’s
a “once in a lifetime” journey they are
striving for. Either way, just knowing that
America’s backcountry is out there, for
them and their kids, is something special.
• Legacy-focused: Let’s face it, most
of us are too busy with our day-to-day
lives to think much about history or the
future. But some of our members belong
to BHA because they understand we
stand on the shoulders of giants. These
folks have read every book about ever
written by Theodore Roosevelt and recite from memory the seven pillars of the
North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. They are not content to simply
enjoy this bounty, but want to be a part
of the success story for future generations. For them, the greatest satisfaction
comes from helping shape public policy

that benefits everyone and being part of
something greater than themselves.
Of course, no one fits perfectly into
one category. We all see something of
ourselves in each one. But this diversity makes for one heck of a team. BHA
pitches a broad tent of conservationminded hunters and anglers, joined by
the strong bonds of the love of life lived
in the backcountry.
If you’re not a member, please join. If
you are, please recruit your friends.
Ben Long is co-chair of BHA. He lives
in Kalispell, Mont. He can be reached at
ben@resource-media.org.
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BHA Nature
Scavenger Hunt
This summer, have some fun
and get your kids outside!
Within walking distance of camp in exactly one hour, find the following:			
														Points
Wild bird feather (must bring feather back) — 5 points							

________

Common name of bird the feather came from — 5 points							

________

Droppings of two species of wildlife (must bring back for verification) — 3 points for each 			

________

Common name of animal making these droppings — 3 points for each		

________

				

Two edible plant species (must bring back for verification) — 3 points each			

		

________

A naturally found object in a triangle shape (must bring back for verification) — 5 points 				

________

A naturally found object of color red (must bring back for verification) — 5 points 				

________

Metallic (metal) piece of trash (litter) found out of fenced campsite area (must bring back) — 5 points		

________

A naturally occurring fuzzy or furry object (must bring back) — 5 points		

			

________

						

________

Three different insect species (must bring back) — 6 points; score only if all 3 species				

________

Arriving back to camp late up from 1 to 10 minutes — Minus 10 points (-)					

________

A noxious weed (must bring back) — 5 points		

Arriving back to camp more than 10 minutes late — Contestant DEFAULT
Highly skilled judges (parents, siblings, friends) will decide on validity of each find and determine points awarded.
For each completed scavenger hunt, take a picture with the participant and send to
caitlin@backcountryhunters.org and BHA will send you an Eat’n’Tool
courtesy of Columbia River Knife Company.
A big thank you to the MT Backcountry Hunters & Anglers chapter for
providing the scavenger hunt and doing a test run at their annual summer Rendezvous.
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50 Years of Wilderness

By Karl Malcolm

M

y backcountry weekends feel like the literal antithesis to the weeks between. Blisters, chapped
lips, big country and wildness contrasted against
tight, sterile office space, a cushy chair, cubicles,
pressed pants, and the hope that nobody notices the black dirt
still trapped under my fingernails on Monday morning. Concerns shift from running out of water, getting snake-bit, losing
my footing or being caught in an unforgiving storm to how I
should word my next email. Weekday water is readily available at the fountain down the hall – pre-filtered, chlorinated and
chilled. I walk briskly to meetings without regard for wind direction or thoughts about loose scree or rattlers. I battle morning traffic to bathe in fluorescent light.
To say I am thankful for wilderness is to disserve by gross
understatement. I cherish what wild, public land does to me and
for me – it makes me physically stronger and mentally tougher,
it puts me in my place, it strengthens my relationships, it tests
my self-reliance. When I’m lucky, and when I make stalks,
shots, and casts count, wild public lands feed me and my family
with sustenance in multiple forms. And there is no land on this
Earth wilder than the 109,511,966 acres that comprise our National Wilderness Preservation System. These are places where
preserving primeval wildness is the key management objective,
where transportation is limited strictly to foot or pack stock,
where solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation, including hunting and fishing, can be enjoyed in the absence of roads,
free from internal combustion and cellular signals. These are
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Amanda Sopko

Our Legacy as
Backcountry
Hunters & Anglers

the blank spots on the map where any member of the public can,
if they choose, find adventure and earn an unforgettable experience with their sweat.
To fully appreciate this resource of wilderness requires historical context:
“Man always kills the thing he loves, and so we the
pioneers have killed our wilderness. Some say we had to.
Be that as it may, I am glad I shall never be young without
wild country to be young in. Of what avail are forty freedoms without a blank spot on the map?”
—Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac (1949)
Fortunately Leopold wrote those words with a sliver of hyperbole. We had not then, and have not yet killed all of our
wilderness. It exists, scattered throughout our nation – nearly
110 million acres of it. Leopold’s words do hint however that
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were, through
the eyes of a hunter-angler, partially defined by the expeditious taming, pillaging and desecration of wild places and wild
things. Paint a mental picture of barbed wire, dwindling bison
herds, transcontinental trains, defiled rivers, vanishing passenger pigeons, and fleets of Model T’s rumbling antlike to distant
parts previously unknown.
To those with personal, emotional connections to the rapidly
waning wild places, this loss was intolerable. It was 1925 when
Leopold penned “A Plea for Wilderness Hunting Grounds”,
and asserted that the greatest values of wilderness could not be
measured with a wallet or bank account. He argued that devel-
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oping our wildest lands for commodity extraction or any other
purpose would be a shortsighted crime against his and future
generations. Nobody has ever been more right.
Leopold’s efforts ultimately led to the establishment of the
first designated wilderness, the Gila, on June 3, 1924. The Gila
Wilderness boundaries encompass over 550,000 acres of high
mesas, rolling hills, deep canyons, hot springs, rivers, and sheer
cliffs within the Gila National Forest. The remote hinterlands
of the Gila are notorious country for finding gargantuan bull elk
and a host of other wildlife, well-protected by their isolation. The
waters within the Gila are precious habitat for vulnerable desert
fish species like the Gila trout, spikedace, and loach minnow.
There is no other place like it in the world – a singularity shared
with other wildernesses. No two are the same. They are a limited commodity. More acres can be designated, but no more can
be created. Leopold described wilderness as “a resource which
can shrink but not grow.” In my opinion, and in that of my hunting and fishing friends and family, it has shrunk enough already.
It took another forty years for the rest of the nation to catch
up with what had been accomplished in southwestern New
Mexico in the Gila. On September 3, 1964 the Wilderness Act
was signed into law by President Lyndon B. Johnson. It initially
established 9.1 million acres constituting 54 wildernesses in 13
states. It also created the framework for the additional congressional designations which have grown the National Wilderness
Preservation System by more than 100 million acres in the
years since.
Upon signing the Wilderness Act, President Johnson proclaimed:
“If future generations are to remember us with gratitude rather than contempt, we must leave them a glimpse
of the world as it was in the beginning, not just after we
got through with it.”
2014 marks the 50th anniversary of the Wilderness Act as
well as the 90th anniversary of the Gila’s designation. We as
hunters and anglers should be among the most grateful for the
foresight of those who came before us and thought to preserve
wild lands on our behalf. We must also be among the most devoted, active, outspoken, and protective stewards of our legacy
of Wilderness. It should be a source of tremendous pride that
the roots of Wilderness are so thoroughly tangled with those of
the hunters’ family tree.
Karl Malcolm is a member of BHA’s New Mexico Chapter. He recently completed a Presidential Management Fellowship with the U.S. Forest Service where he served as the Acting
Southwestern Regional Program Manager for Wilderness and
Wild & Scenic Rivers. There he provided oversight for the stewardship of the 52 wildernesses managed by the Forest Service
in Arizona and New Mexico. In 2011 Karl earned his PhD in
Wildlife Ecology from the Department of Forest and Wildlife
Ecology at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He now works
as the Southwestern Regional Wildlife Ecologist for the Forest
Service. In his free time Karl is on the water or in the woods
and mountains with his wife Shoshana and their long-legged
bird dogs camping, hunting, fishing, and enjoying time away
from the crowds.
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‘Man always kills the thing he loves, and so we the
pioneers have killed our wilderness. Some say we
had to. Be that as it may, I am glad I shall never be
young without wild country to be young in. Of what
avail are forty freedoms without a blank spot on the
map?’ —Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac
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MARSH
GHOSTS
By Sean
D. Clarkson
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By Sean Clarkson

Beasts of the East – from the Far East to the East Coast – sika deer make their home in Maryland’s marshlands.

T

he predawn fog lifts just enough
to start defining trees and vegetation. The movement nearby
draws the hunter’s attention. The
rut is on and the activity nearing
peak, so at any moment subtle sounds
might indicate the elk are near.
A quick series of steps and the
muffled pop of a downed limb are joined
by a high-pitched whistle that removes
all doubt. He lifts his bow and draws as
the stag steps forward out of the brush,
cranes its neck and bugles a second
time. The stag bolts at the shot, flushing a snowy egret from its frog hunting
and causing two wood ducks to wheel
overhead.
Wait… what? Where in the Rockies
can you flush egret while hunting elk?
But this isn’t Colorado or Utah or Montana. This is a scene not unlike those
played out every year on Maryland’s
Delmarva Peninsula. The “elk” in question are not the 700-pound behemoths
of the West. They are the miniature sika
deer of Japan and the Chesapeake Bay:
Cervus nippon yakushimae. Known as
“marsh ghosts” among those who hunt
them, the Delmarva herd is the only

as they prefer the phragmites, reeds,
wild, free-range, huntable population of
and salt scrub marshes where visibility
sika in North America.
is best measured in feet. Sika have a
A Maryland resident named Clempropensity for vocalizations with both
ent Henry released a handful of sika on
sexes communicating by sound in their
his James Island property around 1900,
extremely thick “natural” habitat on
though exactly where they came from
the Delmarva. Those
and how they got there
As
with
any
species
sounds include mews,
is unknown. Regardless,
chirps, and bugles
the sika spread and have
that faces high levels
made themselves quite at of pressure and makes similar too, but several
octaves higher than,
home in the salt marshes
a
living
on
the
edge
of
Rocky Mountain Elk
of the Delmarva Peninsula
calls. Sika are actually
ever since, expanding into habitats as variable as
a closer relative to elk
at least seven counties in
estuarine
salt
mashes,
than to whitetail deer
Maryland as well as areas
of Virginia and Delaware intelligent conservation and calling them in
tree stands can
bordering Chesapeake
is critical to the survival from
be
very
effective. A
Bay. The population of
of
the
sika.
stag
may
only travel
the long-lived little elk is
throughout
a home
most concentrated around
range
of
less
than
3
square
miles
and a
Blackwater National Wildlife Refuge
hind
(female)
even
less
than
that,
Sika
and Fishing Bay Wildlife Management
are
where
you
find
them
and
finding
Area, though they extend throughout the
them where they are is not easy. Sika
peninsula and Assateague Island.
measure only about 3 feet to the top
Much smaller than their native
of the heads, and when that head is in
cousins, a sika stag usually weighs
marsh grasses and phragmites 5 to 12
around 90 pounds and less than 60 for a
feet high you’ll often see the grasses
hind. What they lack in size the skittish
move and hear them vocalize but never
deer make up for in difficulty to hunt,
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see the “marsh ghosts.”
Most success comes in break areas
as they travel between bedding grounds
in the marsh and hardwood feeding
areas inland. Sika
BHA members will eat almost any
non-acidic vegetaare active in
tion but, they have
voicing their
a taste for corn and
soybeans in nearby
concerns
agricultural fields,
over the
and the soft marsh
management grasses, forbs, and
plants of their
of sika, their other
habitat.
habitat, and
Hunting pressure
for
the sika is
the riches of
very high with the
the Delmarva. home range only
a short drive from
the greater Baltimore/DC and Philadelphia/South Jersey metropolitan areas.
Public land conservation has secured
and expanded the opportunities for many
hunters to chase the “marsh ghosts”
and further conservation of those areas
protects not only the sika, but also the

myriad other species that make their
homes in or stop over on migrations
through the Delmarva marshes.
As with any species that faces high
levels of pressure and makes a living
on the edge of habitats as variable as
estuarine salt mashes, intelligent conservation is critical to the survival of the
sika. Backcountry Hunters & Anglers
does not yet have an active chapter in
the Delmarva region but several BHA
members (including the author) hunt and
fish the area and are active in voicing
their concerns over the management of
sika, their habitat, and the riches of the
Delmarva.
Remote, rugged, backcountry and
wilderness are relative terms that should
not be reserved only for the Western
US. Much of the Delmarva is all tidal,
so the “land” changes every day at least
twice per day. What was dry enough to
hike into at low tide can be chest deep
(or more) water during a high tide. The
phragmites and dead/downed timber
make for a thickness of vegetation like
you can’t imagine out West.

Squadrons of mosquitoes will drain
you, literally and physically. Throw
in lots of snakes, deep hidden holes,
quicksand and you can get in trouble in
a hurry.
These lands combine the stillrecovering but unbelievably productive
aquatic riches of the Chesapeake Bay
with salt marshes and upland areas of
pine/oak forests. The area holds the sika,
whitetail deer, the endangered Delmarva
fox squirrel, gray and pine squirrels,
foxes, bobcat, numerous reptile species,
and staggering numbers of amphibian,
avian, fish, and insect species.
Chasing the sika and allowing the
marsh to come alive in the predawn
hours is an experience unlike any other
in America. And, if you’re lucky, you
might just hear or glimpse a marsh
ghost.
Sean Clarkson is the Secretary of the
Board of Directors for Backcountry
Hunters & Anglers. A native of Virginia,
Sean pursues – and is often confounded
by – many species across the U.S.
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Catch & Release Conundrum
By Holly Endersby
BHA Conservation Director
Frigid water swirls around my waderclad thighs as I tentatively step from one
slick rock to the next. Carefully dropping
an elk hair caddis into the swift current I
almost lose my balance as a fat, 12 inch
native rainbow slashes the fly.
A quicksilver ribbon of life, the pristine Rapid River near Riggins, Idaho is
a classic pool-and-drop river. It’s the
only river in the Salmon River system to
achieve Wild & Scenic designation specifically because of its water quality. It’s
also a fertile nursery for rainbow trout, a
sanctuary for a small run of wild Chinook
salmon and a stronghold for endangered
bull trout.
After a few minutes of Zen-like casting, I am distracted from fishing by a
water ouzel – a “teeter ass” bird my husband calls them. With frequent dips into
the water for insects interspersed with its
comical bobbing, I chuckle and marvel
at Nature’s range of behaviors. But my
entertainment comes at a price: it causes
me to miss the first strike. I mend my line
then flick another short roll cast under
streamside foliage in hopes of luring another jeweled morsel. Another lightening
strike finally fires a muscle memory. I set
the hook and my rod bows. The pool is
small and the fight is quickly over as I
flick the glistening fish onto the gravel
bar behind me. Slipping two fingers in
the gills, I snap the backbone and end the
struggle and tuck the fish in the pouch of
my tattered fishing vest. It joins the other
fat, foot-long rainbow caught further upstream thirty minutes before. Two’s the
legal limit and together they will make a
delicious meal.
Rinsing my hands in the cold, clear
water, I whistle for Annie, my Labrador
retriever, and head back to camp: I’m
done fishing for today. Like the other animals that inhabit this pristine water system, I fish for food. I seldom catch-andrelease fish. Only if the fish is too small to
eat do I let it go. I understand the biologi-

cal necessity on crowded streams, but the
idea of catching and then releasing fish
just for my own satisfaction has no place
in my life. As far as I know, it produces pleasure on only one end of the line.
Many conservationist-anglers practice catch-and-release fishing exclusively. But for myself, I can’t get beyond the
thought that frightening an animal for my
own enjoyment is arrogant and smacks of
human superiority over another species.
There are laws prohibiting the harassment of terrestrial wildlife, but none of
these statues protect fish. Why? Frankly,
I’m not sure.
While some may think catch-and-release is the moral high road, it’s not without biological cost. Studies show that a
significant percentage of fish released
die from exhaustion or shock. The same
studies show mortality rates climb in direct proportion to the length of time a fish
is held out of the water. Anything that delays the quick and safe return of the fish
to water, be it the extra time it takes to
remove a barbed hook, or over-handling
of the fish (which removes the protective slime) or simply taking the time for
a photo, all increase the odds of the fish
dying.
A two-year study of the effects of
catch and release on rainbow trout in
Alaska’s Alagnak River verifies that fish
caught and released experience physiological changes noted by an increase
in chemicals related to stress. In addition, of the 1900 fish captured, 30 percent showed scars from previously being
hooked. The most common injuries were
torn, inverted or missing maxillary and
missing eyes.
Catch-and-release is not without cost.
Of course, many would say when a
fish is killed purposefully, as I do when
it’s legal, is the ultimate cruelty. But I see
it differently. Fishing has always been a
food gathering exercise for me. My family eats fish, deer, elk and game birds exclusively.
Killing wild animals for food and
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participating in the life-and-death cycle
of life is a conscious choice we’ve made.
We can not, nor do we choose to sidestep
the fact that our hunting and fishing will
end another’s life.
Yet, despite my personal feelings and
scientific data, I also believe there are
valid biological reasons for catch-andrelease angling. Many native fish populations simply would not withstand heavy
fishing pressure if all anglers killed the
fish they caught.
And there is another pragmatic reason for catch-and-release fishing. To get
folks “out there” on the rivers, streams
and lakes is critical. It’s hard to love and
protect something without personal experience. In today’s world, there is a very
tangible disconnect between people and
the natural world. Catch-and-release fishing gets people off the couch and on to
the streams and connects them with the
land, water, air, plants and wildlife.
Unfortunately, the underlying reason
why catch-and-release fishing is necessary – human over-population – has been
almost universally ignored. Whether it
is a stream polluted by factories, habitat
bulldozed for housing, a river dammed
for energy or simple over-harvest, the
story is the same: too many people
squeezing too much from too little.
Catch-and-release, while laudable, simply nibbles at the edges of the very real
problem of human over-population. It’s
the driver propelling all life on our planet
away from the natural world.
If I lived where only catch-and-release fishing was allowed, would I continue to fish? Probably not. My reason for
fishing, to partake of the wild through the
experience and the body of the animal I
kill, and to be a part of that great cycle of
life, would vanish. Without that connection, fishing would lose its meaning for
me.
However, this meat gathering comes
with a price. It means I must kill creatures I love and respect. And I never take
that for granted.
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By Sam Lungren
Backcountry Journal Editor
Fishing used to be primarily a meat
gathering exercise. So did hunting. Homo
sapiens persisted as a species because of
these two skills, but they are no longer
exactly critical to our survival. Much the
opposite, nowadays we take turkey sandwiches and beef jerky to the river rather
than eat the fish we catch there.
The reason we fish and hunt today is
love. Love of the game, love of the practice, love of wild meat, love of wilderness, love of fly line shooting through the
guides and landing delicately on glistening water. Love of the tug on the end of
that line.
The spiritual connection to these
activities undoubtedly dates back thousands of years, but today it is most of
what remains. Don’t try to tell me you
hunt elk just to fill your freezer. What a
strenuous, bloody activity it would be
without a passion for the pursuit equal to
that of the meat.
Winter steelheading is the same way.
Why in our rational mind would we
stand for days with our lower halves submerged in a frigid river and upper halves
being lashed by wind and rain, all in pursuit of a fish we don’t plan to eat? Love.
This became a problem when the
technology and population caught up
with the love. Too many anglers were
catching too many fish which they killed,
because fishing was still a meat gathering exercise. You don’t need to look very
far to the east to see how well that went.
Lucky for us, some Michigan anglers
in the ‘50s started putting some of their
fish back to reduce the cost of constantly
stocking trout for anglers to take.
The catch-and-release ethic has
spread around the country and world in
the last half-century with very positive
results. Here in Montana, the cumulative
effect of discontinuing stocking rivers
with hatchery trout paired with catchand-release made struggling fisheries

like the Madison River into the enviable
gems they are today. Wild fish seem to do
pretty well if they aren’t being harvested
and repressed by hatchery swarms. But
should we stop fishing for them entirely?
Try and stop me.
Catch-and-release fishing offers a
brief communion with a living fish in its
natural environment. You trick it, play it,
appreciate its beauty, then (hopefully) release it unharmed. I personally hold that
a fish enters into an implicit agreement
with the angler when it decides to eat his
or her fly. It didn’t have to; the thing is
obviously made of fur and feathers and
has a metal hook sticking out of it. Undoubtedly there were plenty of real bugs
and minnows it could have eaten instead.
This is the loss of the unwary fish and the
gain of the skilled angler. On the same
note, I do not consider snagging and
flossing to be sportfishing because the
fish did not willingly agree to the terms.
I’ll try to keep the anthropomorphism to a minimum, but each angler
must make his or her own peace with
how their fishing affects the fish they
encounter. I have the deepest respect for
the fish I catch and would usually rather
see them swim away than turn white and
rigid on the end of a stringer.
But for the same reason I don’t weep
for any duck I shoot, that fish’s momentary discomfort is simply part of the
game. At least the fish continues breathing.
That said, I believe angling still can
and should be a meat gathering exercise
where populations are strong enough to
withstand it. I’ve never had a particular
affinity for trout flesh, but I don’t think
twice about bonking a rainbow that took
a hook in the gills or fell hard on the drift
boat floor or otherwise won’t survive.
Substituting trout for freeze-dried meals
on a backpacking trip adds immeasurably
to the wilderness experience.
I worked the last four summers on a
commercial salmon seiner in Alaska, kill-
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ing hundreds of thousands of fish a season. Salmon, and other food fish like halibut and true cod, are stacked high among
the elk, deer and bear in my freezer.
Killing a fish is easy. Proper catchand-release is not. Many studies have
demonstrated the detrimental effects the
practice can have on fish, especially on
delicate trout and other salmonids. Since
we aren’t going to quit fishing, here are
some tips for improving your fish releasing effectiveness:
• De-barb your hooks – barbs tear
fish’s mouths as they are removed and
can leave lasting marks in both fish and
man flesh.
• Don’t play fish too long – use gear
that can bring your desired quarry to
hand in a reasonable amount of time, ie.
before exhaustion. Carry a knotless, rubberized net to minimize thrashing around
trying to snatch your catch.
• Keep fish in the water as much as
possible – make sure the camera is ready
before you lift the fish out of its element.
• Be gentle – don’t squeeze, drop or
otherwise jostle the fish. Get your hands
wet before handling. Using hemostats or
pliers makes removing the hook easier
and faster.
• Revive the fish before releasing it –
in moving water hold the fish’s head into
the current to allow oxygen to flow over
its gills. In still water, rock the fish back
and forth slowly.
Obey the realities of your own consumption, and of course the legal limit
as well. Don’t take more than you need.
A fish holds the most value for the most
people when it can be caught more than
once.
Love is why we continue to fish for
fish we aren’t allowed to or don’t wish
to eat, and lovingly is how we should
treat the ones we plan to put back. The
practice of catch-and-release is not without its problems, but a hearty debate will
only improve our awareness and stewardship of the resource.
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Sam Lungren

If You Love Something, Set It Free!

CHAPTER
NEWS
Putting Our Boots
on the Ground,
from BC to DC
Alaska
The AK Chapter continues to push
the Board of Game (BOG) to address
problems with unlimited non-resident
sheep tags for the state’s interior. In some
units, non-resident hunters account for
60-80 percent of the Dall sheep harvest
each year. This kind of continued unlimited pressure is harming sheep populations and making it harder to find a legal
ram. BOG requested a survey be conducted to gain a better understanding of
the issue.
The chapter was unsuccessful in
opposing a bill proposed by the Alaska
chapter of Safari Club International (with
the support of the NRA) to increase allocation of Governor tags and increase
the percentage of monies non-profit
sportsman’s organizations can keep from
the raffle or auction of those tags. Some
important changes were made to the bill
based on AK BHA’s concerns, but they
believe this legislation sets a terrible
precedent. Increased advocacy to better
fund wildlife conservation by taking opportunities away from the common man
and woman and giving opportunity to the
wealthier among us flies in the face of the
North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. AK BHA was finally successful in their effort to see extirpated wood
bison reintroduced into Alaska. A small
herd will be released in the Innoko River
region in 2015.
Arizona
The AZ chapter is quite new and
working on membership as well as get-

Idaho BHA members removed 18,000 feet of
barbed wire from migration corridors above the
Salmon River.
ting involved in key issues. They attended two USFS meetings regarding
Resource Management Plans and Travel
Management Plans this year as well as
introducing the Arizona Game and Fish
Department to the chapter at a Commission meeting. They gave written input on
a proposed USFS rule that would allow
officials to tow vehicles and trailers left
unattended at a campsite or trailhead for
three days. Members also gave input on
proposed wildernesses in southeast AZ.
They are currently trying to gain more
members so they can get more done.
California
On July 18 the CA Chapter will host
the Hunting Film Tour in Danville. Come
and meet fellow BHA members, enjoy a
beverage, enter raffles for prizes and enjoy several fantastic short films from The
Hunting Film Tour. The event is at The
Village Theater, 233 Front St. The reception starts at 6 p.m; showtime is 7 p.m.
Colorado
Ric Eversole is CO BHA’s newest
Habitat Watchman volunteer (Roosevelt
National Forest), bringing CO’s Habitat Watchmen roster up to 24 volunteers
covering 10 of 11 National Forests. Colorado BHA’s second annual Taste of Backcountry Angling Workshop will be held
on Aug. 23 near Georgetown on the I-70
corridor. They can use some additional
volunteers/assistance from members.
CO BHA wrote two letters-to-the-editor
in support of the Hermosa Creek Watershed Protection Act, sponsored by Sen.
Michael Bennet (D-CO) and Rep. Scott
Tipton (R-CO).
British Columbia
As of May 6 the BC BHA chapter
is officially incorporated as a provin-
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cial non-profit society. With that behind
them, the club is now focusing on setting
up several projects for the summer. They
feel strongly that being a grassroots organization, any member should be free to
bring a project forward and much of our
May meeting was devoted to developing
a procedure to allow for such input.
On the political side, they have been
actively petitioning the BC government
to provide a clear statement on the use of
drones for hunting. The next step will be
to request that existing legislation, which
prevents the use of aircraft for hunting, be
amended to specifically include drones in
the definition of aircraft.
Idaho
May 2-4 marked the second annual BHA service project on the Craig
Mountain Wildlife Management Area
near Lewiston. Eighteen volunteers
showed up to remove nearly 18,000 feet
of barbed wire and posts from wildlife
migration corridors above the Salmon
River. The chapter also presented information on drones to the Idaho Fish and
Game Commissioners in April. As a result of the presentation, the use of drones
will be specifically outlawed for hunting purposes in the 2015 regulations.
ID BHA submitted comments on the
preferred alternative to the travel plan in
the St. Joe Ranger District. This has been
an ongoing process for the past six years
and they hope to see a favorable decision
soon. The second annual ID BHA gathering will be held June 28-29 at Scout Mtn.
near Pocatello. This year’s event is being co-hosted with the Idaho Traditional
Bowhunters.
Minnesota
MN BHA submitted comments on
the Enbridge-Sandpiper Pipeline, which
is proposed to cross the Mississippi River
Headwaters region, exposing this public
lands watershed to oil spills and other
detrimental development impacts. They
also continued their efforts to fight proposed sulfide (i.e., copper-nickel) mining operations on the periphery of the
Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness
in the Superior National Forest and in
watersheds that drain into Lake Superior
by publishing a northern Minnesota oped on mining proposals. MN BHA had
another op-ed “An Outdoorsman’s View:
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Hunters and Anglers Benefit from Clean
Water Act’s protections” published in the
Duluth News Tribune.
Montana
Formal objections were filed on the
Blackfoot Travel Plan and Helena Forest
Plan amendments due to excessive numbers of roads and motorized trails to be
left open, reduction in big game security
habitat and failure to comply with their
own Forest Plans, including maintenance
of Nevada Mountain Roadless Area as a
non-motorized area. At the Youth Conservation Expo near Corvallis, a very
popular “Roadless” dart game exposed
over 350 kids and their parents to how
few Montana Roadless areas remain and
why they are important to hunters and anglers.
MT BHA opposed the MTFWP
proposal to end all sage grouse hunting
statewide, despite healthy populations in
some areas of the state. Habitat destruction, including fragmentation of sage
brush landscapes by cultivation and oil
and gas development, remain the real
threats. They support area-specific reductions in seasons, bag limits or complete closures where serious population
declines have occurred.
Nevada
Sage grouse concerns continue to
dominate the conservation and physical
landscape of Nevada. The NV Chapter is
working with other sportsmen’s and conservation organizations on potential federal legislation while keeping tabs on the
Nevada Sagebrush Ecosystem Council
and it’s auxiliary Science Working Committee.
In addition, the state wildlife commission is working their way through
difficult issues surrounding trapping and
bear hunting, with resolutions expected
by the end of the summer. Members met
with Wildlife Department officials about
educating the public as to the existing
illegality of drones for hunting or harassment of wildlife. Currently they are
working on how to address shed antler
collection impacts through existing regulations.
The Bundy-ville affair has inspired
all the old “sagebrush rebel” characters
to hop in the saddle again, bearing the
mantra of “return our public lands to the
state.” One manifestation is the Nevada

Land Management Task Force, which
is trying to make the case for massive
transfers of federal land. Given Nevada’s
history with managing state land (they always sell it off), BHA members are very
concerned about the loss of important
hunting and fishing access, and are doing
what they can to get that message out to
the public.
New Mexico
For several years, NM BHA has
been working with a coalition of sportsmen’s and conservation organizations
to get protection for several large areas
of BLM land in southern New Mexico.
Congress’ inability to pass legislation
prompted President Obama to designate the Organ Mountains-Desert Peaks
Monument on May 21. This 500,000acre monument has strong local and
statewide support and will allow hunting
and access via existing roads. Nearly half
of the monument is composed of eight
wilderness study areas which NM BHA
and others will push to be designated as
wilderness.
For almost a year the chapter has
been working with the NM Game & Fish
Department to develop regulations to ban
the use of drones for scouting and hunting. In June the department introduced
stronger regulations, pending action by
the state game commission.
New England
The NE Chapter continues to pursue
bans on the use of drones as hunting aids.
On May 29, the Vermont Fish & Wildlife Board unanimously approved a draft
rule that would ban the use of aircraft
and unmanned drones to locate, harass
or take wild animals; public comments
and a hearing will follow, with a second
and final vote likely in September. Initial steps toward drone-bans have also
been taken in other New England states.
The New England chapter’s June board
meeting will occur during a backcountry
trip. While fishing remote Maine ponds,
board members will participate in the
Brook Trout Pond Survey, a joint project
of Trout Unlimited and Maine Audubon
Society.
New York
Officially sanctioned in March
2014, New York is one BHA’s newest
chapters and one of only three east of the
Mississippi. New York has a strong histo-
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ry of conservation, and some of the best
hunting and fishing in North America.
Like many states, however, New York’s
backcountry and outdoor heritage are
at risk from short-sighted decisions that
are often made without consideration for
practical science or common sense. The
chapter’s goal is to provide bold, sciencedriven conservation leadership guided by
hunters and anglers to benefit all residents of New York.
Oregon
The OR Chapter has been active on
several fronts. Karl Findling recently met
with members of the Oregon and Washington congressional delegations as part
of a Land and Water Conservation Fund
Coalition effort.
 	 They have been urging the Oregon
Department of Fish & Wildlife to adopt
stronger language banning the use of
drones for hunting. Currently, the language is ambiguous which could lead to
potential abuses. The Chapter sent a letter to all ODFW Commission members
and the Director of ODFW urging stronger language as adopted in Colorado and
Montana.
The OR Chapter is also on record
in opposition to HR 4272, sponsored by
Congressman Walden. The bill, if passed,
would return NFS Travel Management
plans to local communities. They feel
such a move would weaken habitat security and lead to further abuse by ATVs.
The chapter has written a letter expressing their concerns.
This summer, the OR Chapter will
work with the Hunting Film Tour on
events in both Corvallis and Grants Pass

BHA Corporate Sponsors
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Golden Specialties
www.GoldenSpecialties.com
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BHA’s Karl Findling met with Oregon Rep. Greg
Walden in Washington, D.C.
on Aug. 8 and 9. They will also produce
educational videos discussing ATV practices in Eastern Oregon on BLM and FS
lands.
Pennsylvania
The PA Chapter was established this
past spring. Since then the leadership,
consisting of Jeff Sample, John Wedge
and Dustin Feher, has been working to
get off the ground, with the help of BHA
national and adjoining chapters in New
York and New England, who are experiencing many of the same threats to their
public lands. Current efforts are directed
towards identifying key issues of concern
to Pennsylvania’s wealth of hunters and
anglers, and to identify and establish contacts with appropriate members of state
government and conservation-related
organizations to aid in BHA’s mission in
the Keystone State. Development pressures and natural resource extraction,
particularly of oil and natural gas, are at
the top of the list.
Utah
UT Chair Jay Banta has set up a
meeting to visit with the Utah DWR
Deputy Director and LE Chief regarding
drones. The current regulations of not
pursuing any wildlife until 48 hours after
using an “aircraft” will clearly not prevent drone abuse and the chapter hopes
a frank discussion to that end will result
in more stringent regulations. UT Coordinator Ken Theis secured the donation
of several outdoor projection screens
to BHA and they will be used to show
DVDs to outdoor audiences this summer.
They are hoping to schedule a Utah Rendezvous in August.
Washington
WA BHA is actively preparing for
the 2015 BHA National Rendezvous in
Spokane. Chapter leadership is in the final preparations for the state rendezvous

on July 25-27 at Douglas Falls. Members
have attended meetings and provided
comments for the Umatilla National
Forest Plan, Spokane River Conservation roundtable, Northeast Washington
Forestry Coalition and Colville NF Plan.
They also performed habitat watchman
duties on the Little Spokane and Columbia Rivers.
Wyoming
Trevor Herrman held a successful
gun raffle. Trevor and a few other BHA
volunteers helped out with a kid’s fishing
day in June. The Wyoming Sportsmens
Alliance (Buzz Hettick as the WY BHA
rep) met with Governor Mead about
Game & Fish Department funding, youth
involvement in hunting and fishing, education in regard to wildlife and several
other outdoor topics. Governor Mead
is willing to appoint a blue-ribbon task
force of 20 to 25 citizens from diverse
organizations to address the issues.
To contact BHA Chapter Chairs:
Alaska@backcountryhunters.org
Arizona@backcountryhunters.org
Britishcolumbia@backcountryhunters.org
California@backcountryhunters.org
Colorado@backcountryhunters.org
Idaho@Backcountryhunters.org
Minnesota@backcountryhunters.org
Montana@backcountryhunters.org
Oregon@backcountryhunters.org
Nevada@backcountryhunters.org
NewEngland@backcountryhunters.org
NewMexico@backcountryhunters.org
NewYork@backcountryhunters.org
Pennsylvania@backcountryhunters.org
Utah@backcountryhunters.org
Washington@backcountryhunters.org
Wyoming@backcountryhunters.org

BHA Legacy Members

A big backcountry high five to the
following Legacy Members who have
committed $500 or more to BHA for the
next three years. To find out how you
can become a Legacy Member, please
contact grant@backcountryhunters.org
Cidney Brown
Karl Van Calcar
Whit Fosburgh
Peter Lupsha
Robert Tammen
Michael Verville
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BHA Life Members

Welcome Newest Life Members:
Matthew Bartkiewicz, MT
Tim Kizer, Beige Delorosa, AR
Britt Brown, CA
Holly Endersby, ID
William Geer & Family, MT
Jeff Harvey, VT
Donald Holmstrom, CO
Myran Hunt, SC
Brian Jennings, OR
John & Pamela Kloote, MT
Melinda Miller, CO
Mike Miller, ID
Martin Noyd, MT
Mike O’Neill, BC
Gaspar Perricone, CO
Steven Platt, MT
Barry Reiswig, WY
Ed & Karen Schmidt & Family, MT
Donald Trump Jr., NY
Jim Watson, MT
Christian Appel, MT
Lionel Atwill, CO
Jay Banta, UT
Bradley Barr, CA
Mike Beagle, OR
John Bressett, MO
Cidney Brown, MT
Jud & Ally Bruton, WA
Roger Cesario, CO
Steven Choromanski, CO
Harold Christensen, TX
Jason Christianson, ND
Mark Clifford, CA
Chas Clifton, CO
Jock Conyngham, MT
Bill Disher, ID
William Eckerle, UT
Dan Edwards, OR
Dustin Feher, PA
Larry and Belinda Fischer, ID
Jay Fougnies, IN
Jerry Grebenc, MT
Todd Gregory, NH
Tom Gustafson, WY
Zachariah Heckard, OR
Dan Heilig, WY
Mark Hinschberger, WY
Joe Hundley, MT
Thor Jorgensen, AK
Matt Kenna, CO
Andrew Knapp, MI
John Koehm & Family, NV
Dave Koeppen, ID
Andrew Kvasnak, MT
David Lien, CO
Ben Long, MT
Peter Lupsha, NM
Brian Maguire, OR
Carmelo Marzano, Italy
Robert Mason, WY
Mike Matz, CO
Charles McGlynn, CO
Joe Mirasole, WA
Greg Mladenka, ID
Jeffrey Morrison, PA
Clayton Nielson, ID
Matt Norton, MN
Douglas Ouren, CO
Dan Parkinson, CO
Don Parks, AZ
Dave Petersen, CO
John Pollard, UT
Rich Prodgers & Family, MT
Tom Reed, MT
Mark Richards, AK
James Sadler, PA
Patrick Saltonstall, AK
Dick Scar, CO
Alan Schumacher, CA
Dave Sigurslid, CO
Michael Sirofchuck, AK
Kelly & Karen Smith, OR
Bill Sustrich, CO
Robert Tammen, MN
Timothy Thomas, WY
Karl Van Calcar, CO
Michael Verville, ME
Bob Webber, OR
Barry Whitehill, AK
Howard Whiteman, TN
James Young, CA
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get one of these great Kimber firearms!
Backcountry Hunters & Anglers (BHA) is proud to offer an extraordinary members-only opportunity.
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84M - .308 Win, 84L - .270 Win, .280 Ackley Improved, .30-06 Spfld.
Avoid over a year wait by joining us! (MSRP $2,040)
#2) Join for $1,500 and get a Kimber Stainless II .45 (MSRP $998)
#3) Join for $1,000 and get a Kimber Micro Carry (.380 pistol)
Avoid over a year wait by joining us! (MSRP $651)
IN ADDITION YOU WILL GET:
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backcountry hunting and fishing traditions

Call Caitlin today at (406) 370-4325.
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Women Hunters:
A New Look at Hunting in America
By Stacy Keogh

I

am not a hunter, but I have been
around hunting my whole life. I grew
up in northern California where my
Dad hunted frequently and strongly
encouraged his kids to participate
from an early age. My sister and I took
the hunter’s education class at the ripe
ages of eleven and twelve, despite our
marginal interest. We were the only girls
in the class and the youngest students by
at least a couple of decades. That group
was not unlike the composition of the
hunting camps we visited, where campfire conversation wasn’t exactly womenand-children friendly. It was obvious to
me, even as a young girl, that women
were significantly under-represented in
hunting culture. The magazines, catalogs, celebrities, images and other cultural icons reiterated this thought: hunting
was a man’s sport.
I have lived all over the western
United States: From California to Oregon, from New Mexico to Montana. I
now live in Eastern Washington where
I continually find myself making friends
with people who consider themselves
avid hunters: both men and women.
In recent years, I have noticed a
growing recognition of women hunters.
There are larger women’s sections in
sporting goods stores. Women have taken
to the Internet with blogs such as “Camo
is the New Black” and “Women’s Hunting Journal.” Hunting magazines have
begun devoting more space for women to
share stories from the field. In May 2014,
Field & Stream featured Eva Shockey,
a young female TV hunting host, on its
cover – the second woman ever to appear
solo in a photograph on the cover of the
119-year-old magazine. Clearly, women
have successfully made their presence
known in the hunting world, challenging
its reputation as a male-only sport.
I am a sociology professor at a lib-

eral arts college in Spokane. I earned
my doctorate by analyzing subcultures
around the world: political subcultures,
religious subcultures and even sporting
subcultures. So naturally, the surge of attention given to women hunters caught
my attention. I decided to look into the
ways in which women experience hunting and how their experiences may differ
from mainstream perceptions of hunting
culture.
The Data
Undoubtedly, women in North
America have always hunted: they hunted
alongside men in pre-industrial, tribal societies. A Native American family could
not drive to the closest grocery store to
buy steaks for dinner. Hunting was necessary for survival. But as Europeans began to colonize, North America gradually
shifted from a traditional hunter/gatherer
society and into a post-industrial model
of social order, where earning capital in
exchange for goods became the primary
way to provide for families. Anthropologist Marlene Dobkin de Rios argued that
the “sexual division of labor” in the modern era kept women from being more involved in hunting.
But that didn’t stop some women.
While data on hunting is still fairly new,
the numbers tell us that women have always been a part of post-industrial hunting culture. According to the General
Social Survey, from 1973 to 2006, the
number of hunters overall has declined
11 percent. To break this down further,
the percentage of participation of men
hunters has declined, yet the percentage
of women hunters has increased by 3 percent. This means that while the number
of women in hunting has not necessarily risen significantly, they do make up
a greater proportion of the entire hunting
population, from 11 percent to 14 percent.
A number of research groups and
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Women have always
participated in hunting, and
are continuing to find interest
in the sport, but the fact that
women are the fastest growing
demographic population is a
trend worthy of discussion.
surveys (such as the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the 2001 National Survey of
Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife-Associated Recreation, and the National Shooting
Sports Foundation) have reported that
women are the fastest growing hunting
demographic in the country. NSSF reports the number of female hunters increased from 3.04 million in 2008 to 3.35
million in 2012.
It is evident from the figures above
that the women have always participated
in hunting, and are continuing to find
interest in the sport. However, the fact
that women are the fastest growing demographic population is a trend worthy
of discussion. We first need to recognize that women do hunt, and that they
are important and valuable assets to the
hunting industry. Secondly, we need to
understand how the increase of women
hunters is affecting hunting specifically;
starting with understanding who they are
and what cultural elements they bring to
the sport.
Statistics can only tell us so much,
so I gathered interviews from thirty-nine
women, representing eleven states, from
a variety of ages, asking them: “What it
is like to be a woman hunter?” The information I gathered was from only women.
I do not mean to suggest that men do not
share some of the same values as these
women. Yet, to pose the question to
women only gives us a unique insight on
a culture that has historically been maledominated. Here is what some of them
had to say about being a hunter:
“It’s kind of cool because not every girl does it…like when you go out
in camo – like you’re coming in from a
day of hunting and you’re in all camo –
people look at you like, ‘Oh, you must be
a hunter.’ It’s kind of a cool feeling.”
“It makes me proud just because the
majority of hunters are men I would say,
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One woman described how difficult it
was in her own family to be accepted as a
hunter. She said:
“I think that [my mom’s] idea of it
kind of changed a little bit when she saw
how passionate I was about it, and how
thankful I was for the experience and
how respectful I was. And it’s not that
you know, just because you love animals
doesn’t mean you can’t be a hunter. I still
love animals, I just have a different level
of respect for them.”
A common stereotype many hunters – men and women – face is that they
are inhumane to animals; that any person
who would kill a deer lacks respect for
nature. Women hunters especially have
had to face this stereotype, given that it
goes against the more “feminine” traits
we expect of women: to be nurturing,
peaceful and non-violent. As a result,
many women indicated having to face
tough accusations.
Elk Tracks, a blog sponsored by the
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, published an article in April 2014 called,
“When Anti-Hunters Attack” which details the ways in which hunters experience these threatening accusations. The
article states, “Some of the attacks are
getting bolder, more frequent, and much
more abusive – especially when it comes
to women.”

Contrary to this belief, however, in
every interview I conducted the women
demonstrated the utmost respect for the
animals they kill. Not only are their personal hunting ethics clearly articulated,
but they are very clear that pausing and
reflecting after a kill is an integral part of
their hunting experience.
Women hunt for food
In every case, women claim to
hunt for the primary purpose of gathering meat. A woman harvesting her own
food is, in part, a result of the localvore
movement. Localvores are people who
limit their food supply to locally grown
and produced goods as a way to reduce
carbon emissions, thereby becoming
environmentally conscious, ethical consumers; be it via gardening or hunting as
a form of “ethical” killing. One woman I
spoke with stated it perfectly:

Photo by Ty Keele

and so it’s nice to know that I’m pursuing something even though it’s not very
popular with my gender. And it’s nice to
have that set of skills.”
“Sometimes people who don’t participate kind of look up to you like, ‘Wow
that’s really cool that you’re doing that.’
But some male hunters look down to you,
like ‘Oh, she’s a girl; she isn’t as good.’”
“I have never really thought about
the question before. I don’t see myself
as different from any male hunter. I have
also been in situations that were not typical for women… I am not a ‘woman hunter;’ I am just a hunter like everyone else.”
Women have a variety of personalities and interests, so it should not be
surprising that they experience hunting
in a variety of ways as well. However, I
did find some common trends and themes
that emerged from the interviews that
give us a closer look at hunting culture
from the perspective of women hunters.
Women hunters recognize
that they are challenging
traditional gender norms
As more women begin to hunt,
some feel they have to validate their participation in the hunting world. The fact
that women are recognized as legitimate
hunters is a huge leap forward, compared to the last few decades. Nevertheless, there is still work left to do so that
women are treated as complete equals in
the hunting community, rather than as
anomalies or deviants of gender norms.
Sociologically speaking, by challenging gender stereotypes women are
seen as deviant and therefore doing
something that – from an outsider’s perspective – seems to be innately wrong.
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Photo by Chris Morgan
Women claim to hunt for the primary purpose of
gathering meat.
“I think that’s one of the cool things
about women hunters: Being able to
garden, being able to put dinner on the
table, being able to be completely selfsufficient. Your actual needs … I think
hunting is a lifestyle.”
In the promo video “Girl Hunter:
Revolutionizing the Way We Eat, One
Hunt at a Time,” Georgia Pelligrini says,
“Sometimes I’m a lady, sometimes I run
with the boys” as if a woman cannot be
a lady and a hunter. But that’s not necessarily the case to many women; they
aren’t just “running with the boys” when
they take up their guns and march into
the woods. Women may be challeng-

ing traditional notions of what it is to be
“lady-like,” but that doesn’t mean it’s an
inherently male activity. Rather, women
hunters are claiming hunting as their own,
fusing traditional domestic virtues of putting food on the table with contemporary
women’s empowerment movement that
encourages women to be providers for
themselves and for their families.
Women hunt with men
Ninety percent of the women I interviewed hunt with another person (10
percent report hunting alone). Of women
who hunt with a partner, 100 percent of
those hunting partners are men. Seventyseven percent of women reported hunting
with fathers. Of those women married or
in stable relationships, 95 percent reported also hunting with significant others
(boyfriends, husbands, ex-husbands).
We should use caution when interpreting these statistics. Sociologists typically nuance their conclusions recognizing that there are always exceptions to
the general norms we see. However, it is
clear from this study, that women’s participation in hunting appears to be contingent upon “male entry” into the sport.
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Even in cases in which women reported
hunting alone, they were first introduced
or taught to hunt by a father or significant
other. Women may participate in hunting,
but a close bond with a man is what usually initiates interest and participation.
Another important footnote to add to
the above statistic is that when women
did describe their interest in hunting as
“social”, they described how they appreciated time with family or spouses.
While most women may not see hunting
as a way to connect with their girlfriends,
they do see it as an opportunity to share
time with family. In fact, most women reported that the family-focused nature was
what made a good day of hunting, rather
than actually shooting an animal. In the
words of the women themselves:
“When I go hunting, I count the day a
success if I get to spend it with my kids.”
“My favorite part of hunting is
spending time with my kids, and having
a home cooked dinner that night.”
“It’s definitely a family thing for me,
so I love spending the time with my dad
and learning from him.”
“A good day of hunting for me is
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having my family with me in the blind or
field. We take our boys, 6 and 8, hunting
as much as we can. I love walking out to
the blind in the early morning, the dogs
running past you because they are so excited, and listening to my boys talk about
what the day holds. It’s nice to shoot a
limit of ducks but mostly it’s the memories that we make when we are hunting.”
Despite women hunters challenging
traditional gender roles in their families,
their focus on the family still reiterates
a “feminized” domestic approach to the
sport than reported by men. Elizabeth
Covelli, a professor at the University of
Montana, found that statistically, women
are more motivated to hunt by family
time and meat gathering than men. Many
respondents rejected the “sports hunter”
label, but rather emphasized its provision,
and cultivation of relationships; hunting
provides food for the family, keeps the
family engaged in healthy outdoor activities, and increases father-daughter and/or
husband-wife bonds.
Clearly, women hunters are still the
minority in a predominately male sport,
but we need to recognize that women are

not just “acting like men” when they hunt.
Rather, they are just hunters, though their
approaches and experiences may look
different from their male counterparts.
One woman explained her desire to be
respected as a hunter in this anecdote:
“A lot of people can be surprised
when they hear that you are a woman
hunter and I think that sometimes it can
be perceived in a negative way … So I
think sometimes it can come across negatively. The stereotype of a woman hunter,
sometimes I feel like when you’re in deer
season out hunting and you try to hide
your long hair some hunters can be rude
to you because you are a lady out there,
but most of the time, I feel like it’s a
badge of honor. I’m very proud if somebody’s like ‘Oh you hunt?’ ‘Yeah! I hunt,
I’m awesome for it.’”
I am not a hunter, but the women I
have met through this study have encouraged me to see the benefits of participating in the sport, how it has empowered
them personally, how it has cultivated
stronger ties in their most important relationships, and how the label “Hunter”
can worn as a badge of honor.
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Photo by Chad Harvey

I

recently received a notice from my
BHA chapter about a meeting to discuss the use of drones for scouting
and hunting game animals. To many
this doesn’t seem “fair” as it doesn’t
align with principles of “fair chase.” With
this meeting on the horizon, it seems appropriate to consider what “fair chase” is.
And to do it again, if you’ve done some
thinking about it already. This particular
technological advancement, like high
fences, canned hunts and baiting, has received a very strong reaction from many

in the hunting community. However,
the length of that same list of activities
mentioned above, all of which are currently in use, is evidence that the concept
of “fair chase” remains unclear, and its
practice is not universally valued even
among hunters. People who are against
hunting in general tend to point to practices that appear unfair, or unsporting, or
unnecessarily cruel, to support their reasoning that what we do is reprehensible.
Too often we return to thinking about
values, of all sorts, only when faced with
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a glaring violation of them. Our gutcheck reaction to it inspires us to resist
the violation, maybe even become “activists” around the issue. Yet it is exhausting
to maintain that intensity and eventually
we return to some sort of apathy, once the
battle is over or we’re too tired to continue. This apathy can lead us, or allow
us, to tolerate the little red flags that are
indicators of the long and steady erosion
of these principles. What we are facing
now did not start with drones. Their use
did not spring from the diabolical mind
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of some evil sociopath masquerading as
a hunter. We, the hunting community, allowed it. Even encouraged it. We were
complicit in its development and therefore responsible for correcting it.
Ask yourself, is the gear that you buy
to go hunting with chosen because you
have measured it against the yardstick of
“fair chase?” What is “fair?” It implies
something like a sporting event where
both parties respect each other enough
to agree to rules that ensure that winning
or losing is determined by their individ-

ual skills and abilities. Not whether they
stacked the deck against their opponent.
Or successfully spied on their opponent’s
training session. Or managed to steal
their game plan. So, back to hunting.
Where do imported exotic animals held
behind high fences fit into this concept
of fair chase? Or barrels of vanilla wafers soaked in molasses, set out to attract
starving bears fresh from hibernation? Or
trail cams? Do we really need such advantages in order to have the experience
we are looking for? Are they “fair?”
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To me, the admittedly abstract concept of “fair chase” implies that how and
why I hunt or fish is more important than
whether or not I get anything. It’s not survival anymore, our nation is too fat for
me to believe that (and so am I). Nor is it
a competition. We’ve won. Run the score
up anymore and we won’t have anyone
to play with. It’s a privilege, a tradition,
an occupation that some cannot imagine
living without, and to many it’s a spiritual pursuit which demands reverence
and respect for the creatures and places
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Photo by Jared Lampton
Until we define “fair chase” clearly, and then
consistently behave and shop in a manner
that reflects the principle, we leave loopholes
of logic through which anyone might fall,
hunters and gear manufacturers alike.
involved, or it will eventually go away.
I subscribe to the latter view, which is
why I react with revulsion to the idea of
harassing or killing anything that is not
trying to kill me, from a drone.
I am happy that BHA is taking a leadership stance on this issue, as they have

done with so many other issues critical
to the survival of both hunting and fishing activities, and to the retention of relatively undisturbed places to pursue them.
However, it is not clear to me that there
is a concise and unified stance on what
“fair chase” is, even within BHA. I believe this has contributed to a steady erosion of the practice of it in modern hunting society. Without a clear definition, it
is fair for someone to think “We allow
compound bows with scopes, and laser
rangefinders, and trigger releases. Why
not crossbows?” It is fair to say, “We pay
people to help us find a trophy animal in
the wild, why not make it even easier by
locking the critters behind a fence?” It
is logical for someone to think, “We use
trail cams to locate animals and map out
their movements, why not drones?” Until
we define “fair chase” clearly, and then
consistently behave and shop in a manner that reflects the principle, we leave
loopholes of logic through which anyone might fall, well-meaning hunters and
gear manufacturers alike.
One way to keep the concept of fair
chase front and center is to strive to make
the evolution of your equipment preserve
the challenge of your endeavor. Harder
demonstrates virtues of desire, determination, respect, and self-discipline. Easier demonstrates….well, you fill in the
gap. Never let anyone shame you when

you follow your conscience by calling
you a “purist,” “extremist” or “snob.”
Labels say plenty about the person applying them, and virtually nothing about
you. Good judgment has nothing to do
with being judgmental.
Whether new technology fits the
“fair chase” definition should be determined by the number of conscientious
participants involved in the decision, not
by the wallet of the industry representative or the politically divided government
agency. Be deeply suspicious of what the
outdoor industry tells you is a valid or
better way to do things, and decide for
yourself. While industry representatives
may be outdoor enthusiasts like us, and
we depend on them for many things, the
industry is about money first, not “fair
chase.” The good thing is, if we don’t
buy it, they won’t make it. Hunters need
to self-regulate, or they will be regulated.
Matt Grady is an Oregon Native and
big fan of BHA. You can visit his blog at
http://pro-primitive.blogspot.com/.
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FACES OF
BHA
BY LAND TAWNEY

Yana Robertson
BHA: When was your first memory of fishing/hunting? Describe it.
Yana: My family had just recently
moved to a rental with land in Lewistown, Montana, I was probably 11 years
old. My dad had recently given me a BB
gun and I was having a lot of fun hunting
the birds and squirrels on our property
so dad must have decided it was time to
take me out. It was cold and there was
snow on the ground. I remember wearing
my mom’s snow boots that were a size or
two too big, so walking in the snow was
challenging but I didn’t care. I was happy
to be outside doing something cool with
dad.
Back at the house, dad had coached
me on the proper way to rattle antlers
and then to be still, quiet, look and listen.
We rattled one in, and that was the first
time I got to see how fast the deer came
in. It was so exciting! We didn’t’ get a
good shot, so decided to move places
and try again. This time we sat on a log,
with dad facing one direction, and me
the other. We got set up and started rattling. Before I knew it there was a buck
coming in hot, straight toward me. The
buck stopped probably five yards from
me and we had a stare down. Knowing
I had to keep quiet but wanting to alert
my dad, I started to jab him softly in the
side. He didn’t respond, so I jabbed him a
little hard, all while trying to make barely
any moves. I had never been that close
to a live deer before and my heart was
pumping hard, swearing my dad should
be able to hear my heartbeat. After many
attempts to get his attention, while the
buck and I became mesmerized with

‘BHA gives me more wild places that I can explore. BHA stands for things I believe in.’
each other, I finally decided to poke him
harder. “What?” he turned around and
asked, just to see the buck bounce away.
“Did you see that one?” he asked. Oh did
I see it, and I have been addicted to the
whitetail rut ever since. We did rattle in
a buck that day that my dad put an arrow
through. One of the best days of my life,
really.
BHA: Your family is well known
in the outdoor traditional industry.
How was it growing up in the Robertson Stykbow family? What did you
learn?
Yana: Growing up in a family business has taught me so much and I am extremely thankful for it. I obviously got to
learn the hunting skills, not only from my
dad and bro, but also from my grams and
gramps, but what I really think I learned
was skills that I ultimately use in my dayto-day life. As a traditional bowhunter,
one must have a lot of patience and never
get discouraged. With my trad bow I am
able to know if I am “centered” or not
based on my shot. My dad taught me the
“way of the bow” and how it is an extension of my soul. However, one of the
most important values I received growing up as a Robertson is my deep respect
for nature.
BHA: Tell us about your job at
onXmaps. How does this fit with your
traditional roots?
Yana: Growing up I watched my
dad turn his passion for hunting and love
the outdoors into something he’s able to
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make a living at. I grew up shooting trad
bow and being around some of the best
hunters in the world, yet I was a total
creative computer nerd. As Creative Director of onXmaps I get to merge hunting and my love for the outdoors to tell
people about a product I truly believe in.
I get to work with an extremely talented
team to spread awareness about the benefits of hunting, knowing where you are
on our beautiful Earth, and doing it yourself. I’ve always been a hybrid of sorts,
this is a good fit for me.
BHA: Do you have any advice for
BHA on how to attract more women
into our fold?
Yana: Women’s only survival and
wilderness clinics. Clinics where women
can learn wilderness and survival skills in
a comfortable place with open dialogue
and no judgments. Allow women the opportunity to learn things like making a
fire, creating a shelter, and gutting and
skinning a deer so they feel comfortable
in the backcountry and give them a place
to connect with like-minded individuals.
BHA: Why are you a member of
BHA?
Yana: I care about what they stand
for. I care about having a future for me,
my nephew and future generations. BHA
gives me more wild places that I can explore. BHA stands for things I believe
in such as leaving roads in places where
there should be roads, and keeping places
without roads pristine and untouched by
wheels.
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True Believer
Words By Matthew Copeland
Photos by Steven Brutger

“M

att!” Steven called in
his best stage whisper.
Griz, I wondered? No,
he probably just needs

the net.
“Matt!” came his voice again, more
urgent this time, but still softened to accommodate the sleeping toddler on his
back. He’d wake her for a bear I figured,
and besides, he’s got the bear spray.
“Busy here,” I whisper-yelled back,
my hands full of brown trout.
“Hey! Matt! Hey!” came his muffled
response.
He sounded like it was worth a look.
Offering the fish over my shoulder to
my son for a quick pre-release petting, I
peeked around the willows. There were
no bears to be seen, only Steven with his
rod cartoonishly doubled-over. Again.
It had been an embarrassment of
riches since breakfast. We’d quickly realized that the fish in this braided Wyoming
wilderness freestone held exclusively in
certain, very narrowly defined, pockets
of water. That each such pocket held a
world-class Yellowstone cutthroat took
longer to sink in. The pattern was unmistakable, but so hard to believe. That
it was ideal water to fish with little kids
– brisk backpack rides punctuated by frequent, all-hands-on-deck team projects

(you cast with your dad, we’ll man the
net, Everett gets to pet this one first, but
Ayden will take pictures and release it…
game faces everybody! ) – didn’t register until the post-fishing cupcake party
in camp. By noon we were all spoiled.
The kids thought 18 inch cutts were
swell and all, but not worth waking up
for, and Steven and I didn’t bother snapping pics of the normally high-five and
touchdown dance-worthy natives. Thus
the beefy brown I was having so much
trouble unhooking rated only as an amusing distraction that kept me from netting
Steven’s latest monster.
“Keep him out of the willows,” I said
as calmly and quietly as I dared. “Be
there as soon as I can.”
Steven freed his reel-hand for a split
second, just long enough to add a thumbsup to his head nod and maniacal grin.
With my fish finally free I trotted
down the gravel bar, my son waving
the landing-net silently from my back,
surprisingly considerate of his sleeping playmate. Wordlessly we scooped
the tired fish from the water, unhooked
him, held him through his recovery, and
admired his return. A sheepish grin, a
shrug, and a silent fist pump sufficed for
celebration. Then we turned and headed
upstream, looking for the next one.
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Not too many years earlier I approached similar expeditions a little differently. As a footloose bachelor I could
(and did) grab the kit at a moment’s notice and disappear into the backcountry
for days or weeks at a time. Stepping off
the map with a toddler in tow takes a lot
more planning and initiative. Half of the
gear in my pack would have been unrecognizable to my twenty-five year-old
self, and I carry a lot more diapers than I
used to. Mileage is measured on a different scale and risk management decisions
require a whole new calculus. But that’s
just fine, because the kiddo also brings
a fresh urgency to my outings. Like any
true believer, I’m called to share my
faith. And I believe in the backcountry.
Emboldened by success on the river,
Steven and I turned the expedition “Dads
con Kiddos” to the mountains above.
Objective one: brook trout. Proud, native
and prized east of the Mississippi, brook
trout teem in many Rocky Mountain
watersheds to the point of infestation.
Though what they lack in status, stature
or exclusivity, they make up for in volume and accessibility. You don’t have to
blister your feet or wrack your brain to
catch brookies. And they sure are pretty.
So after a modest climb through limestone foothills and stands of lodge pole
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“Son, to find something special,” I
told him, “You have to aim high, sacrifice, work hard, keep pushing and outpace the crowd.”“Dada, um, I like brook
trout,” he said matter-of-factly. “They uh,
cooperate. I caught a big fighter! Can we
go back there?”
Touché.
It’s true I get a little over-ambitious at
times. But I’m certain of one thing. He’s
not half as insightful sitting on the couch.

Photographer Steven Brutger and
writer Matthew Copeland are both hard
hunting and fishing fathers, trying to find
the sweet-spot between passionate pursuits and happy home-lives. Sometimes
they nail it, sometimes they miss. Weeks
go by when they’re not even sure it exists. But they’re getting after it all the
same… usually with kids in tow. You can
read about their adventures and misadventures at StalkingTheSeam.com

The only thing better than catching a backcountry trout is sharing it with kids.
we stopped for the night and fueled our
egos for the journey ahead.
Come morning we were strivers
again, bent on better things. We shouldered the kids amid cool mountain air
and headed uphill, our jaws set and our
sights fixed on deep wilderness, lair of
the alpine cutthroat. Cutts are native, and
rare(ish) and better. The tinkle of snowmelt springs and citrusy wafts of Doug fir
led us to a treeline camp where we found
them waiting, wily and elusive – worthy prey. But we solved their riddles and
were taking hero shots by supper.
Then came the test. Looking to the
higher country we resumed our climb
at first light. One foot after the next we
plodded onward undeterred, higher, beyond the trees, beyond the trails, beyond
the clamoring commoners, until finally
we found it, home of the golden trout.
Rare, precious, hard to find, harder still to
bring to hand, the name says it all: Gold.
Releasing one last fish, I saw with
new-found clarity the beautiful allegory
that lay in our journey. There, on the
mountaintop, I was moved to share its
wisdom with my son.
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End of
the Line
BY Sam Lungren,
Editor

I

was eleven years old and had just
graduated from Cub Scouts to Boy
Scouts when I went on my first
overnight backpacking trip. Even then,
I didn’t go anywhere without a fishing
rod. I haven’t changed much through the
last decade-and-a-half. For this five-mile
hike up to Goat Lake in Washington’s
Cascade Range, my dad tracked down an
old, yellow, telescopic spinning rod from
the wilderness that is his garage and gave
it to me. I was super cool being the only
kid on the trip with a fishing rod. Talk
about ‘being prepared.’
After setting up our tent by the emerald lake perched in its mountain cathedral, my buddy Todd and I clambered out
onto a massive logjam at the outflow. I
tied on a red Daredevil spoon, wound up,
and cast the upper half of the rod thirty
feet out into the lake.
We didn’t end up catching any fish
with my busted rod on that trip, but
shortly thereafter dad lined me up with

Photos by the author

Bring a Rod
After a week-long fishing road trip around Montana, the roof of editor Sam Lungren’s Toyota
4Runner gets pretty cluttered.
fly casting lessons and then got us a pair
of packable four-piece St. Croix fiveweight fly rods just before a family raft
trip down the Grand Canyon.
That same rod has been a permanent
fixture on the side of my backpack ever
since. The only Boy Scout hikes she
didn’t join were mountain summit bids.
We caught cutthroat behind beaver dams
on a 50-mile hike through Washington’s
Pasayten Wilderness in middle school,
and browns on an 85-miler in New Mexico’s Cimarron River. After I completed
Eagle Scout rank, she came with me
for college study abroad in Europe and
we found native brown trout in Italy’s
Tiber River. Last summer we caught
coho and grayling in the backcountry
between Alaska’s Chugach and St. Elias

The beloved five-weight and an Italian brown trout. Bringing a rod is always worthwhile.
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Mountains. She has blessed the waters of
more than a dozen states, and even made
a showing on Israel’s Sea of Galilee,
though nobody walked across the water
to tell us where to cast. A rod, reel, tippet
spool and small box of flies take up so
little room and can add so much to any
vacation, even when fishing is not the direct objective.
Water is everywhere. And in America, damn near most of it is public domain. In the backcountry you never know
when you will stumble across a clear
pool churning with brook trout or a hidden lake full of cutthroat. Do double-duty
on your high-country summer elk scouting. Have to venture into an urban jungle
instead? Visiting my cosmopolitan sister
last year, the only reprieve I got from
the stench, humidity and crowds of New
York City was a couple hours of stripped
bass fishing in Connecticut. Going on a
family roadtrip? Nothing soothes backseat hostilities like some downtime on a
riverbank – just ask my mother.
I have regretted every rare occasion
that four-piece St. Croix hasn’t made it
into the luggage for a trip. My fly rod collection has grown to include much more
expensive and better-casting tools, but
that noodly five-weight remains a known
quantity – a trusted companion I feel
truly lost without in foreign places. To
all my fellow backcountry hunters and
anglers, have an excellent summer. And
wherever you go to enjoy it, bring a rod.
You’ll be glad you did.
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